
18.100A: PROBLEM SET 2

DUE TO FRIDAY FEBRUARY 24, 2017

Abstract. This problem set corresponds to the first week of the course Feb 15-22,
covering material on limits of sequences, error terms and subsequences.

Textbook: “Introduction to Analysis” by Arthur Mattuck.

Problem 1. (10 pts) Exercise 4.2 Page 58.

Read Example 4.2 in detail and follows the steps (a) and (b) for Part 4.2.1.

Note that we could have instead studied directly the Taylor expansion of the function
arctan(x) to show the equality
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however it might appear mysterious why arctan(x) is the right function to look at. The
way the exercise suggests summing the series is more natural and gives a good reason
for which arctan(x) appears.

Problem 2. (10 pts)

a. Problem 4-1 Page 59.
b. Show that the sequence an = n

√
n3 + 2n2 + n converges and find its limit.

In Part (b), you might want to find an upper bound and use Part (a).

Problem 3. (10 pts) Problem 4-2 Page 59.

The limit lim an of the sequence defined by an+1 = cos an, which you have shown to
exist in Part (b), is quite an interesting number: it is not only irrational but it is tran-
scendental. Hence, it belongs to a particularly cool club of the irrationals with other
members such as e and π.

Bonus: Note that the fact that we have use the function cos(x) to iterate, i.e. pressing
the cos button in your calculator, is special. If you start with a given number and start
pressing exp does the sequence also converge ? What about iterating sin ?

Problem 4. (10 pts) Exercise 5.1.1 Page 73.

This should be immediate from the class on Feb 17.

Problem 5. (10 pts) Problem 5-1 Page 75.

Either use the error term or the ε-definition of the limit and recall the useful equality
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Problem 6. (10 pts) Exercise 5.2 Page 74.

In Part 5.2.3, remember how the chorus goes “If the nth term of the sequence an is a
sum, then a good estimate might be found by integrating”. Also, note that we showed
that the limit in Part 5.2.4 existed in the previous PSet, now is your chance to find it.

Problem 7. (10 pts) Exercise 5.4 Page 74.

Find the limits of your favourite subsequences, for instance:
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The next three problems require the material in the Lectures of Feb 21 and Feb 22.

Problem 8. (10 pts) Exercise 6.2 Page 89.

Problem 9. (10 pts) Exercise 6.3 Page 90.

Problem 10. (10 pts) Problem 6-1 Page 91.


